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QUESTION 1

UC has a private sharing model. Sales representatives are required to collaborate with the same group of people from
other departments for every deal; however, the individuals in the group will vary for each representative. What solution
should a consultant recommend to ensure correct record visibility and collaboration? 

A. Set up a default opportunity team for each sales rep that is automatically added to every opportunity. 

B. Configure a criteria-based sharing rule to add sales team member records automatically. 

C. Add all team members to a private Chatter group for each opportunity. 

D. Configure a public group for each sales rep that is manually shared for each opportunity. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

Cloud Kicks has been late for every deadline and has missed several meetings. 

What should the Consultant recommend to the Cloud Kicks project manager to get the project back on track? 

A. Revisit the communication plan and set up more frequent touch points the customer. 

B. Ask what the customer would like the solution to be and demo it to them at the end of the build phase. 

C. Setup Requirements Workshop and get sign-off. 

D. Write a solution design and get sign-off so the build phase can start. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

Which two areas can an Administrator make Open CTI features available to users when building a Lightning App using
the App Manager? Choose 2 answer 

A. On utility bar of the Lightning App 

B. On a record Highlights Panel 

C. On a record Activity Feed List 

D. On the Calendar right hand panel 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 4
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Which best describes the Salesforce Automation feature "Activities"? 

A. Ensures that we are tracking our progress towards the desired states. 

B. Enforces the business process. 

C. Identifies key stakeholders from the buy side. 

D. Makes sure we recognize those involved in the sales process. 

E. Allows to better automate the sales methodology. 

F. Determines the sales stages of an organization. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

Cloud Kicks (CK) frequently works with contractors for marketing focus groups. 

These contractors change companies often, and CK wants to retain its company history through Accounts. 

What should the consultant recommend? 

A. Implement the Contacts to Multiple Accounts feature 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 6

Cloud Kicks (CK) has two sales divisions: a franchise sales division and a public sales division. The sales reps for each
division have different user profiles. The sales reps for the franchise sales division should only be able to set up
Business Accounts. 

What should the consultant recommend meeting this requirement? 

A. Remove Person Account Record Types from the franchise sales user profile. 

B. Ensure there are a minimum of two Record Types for Person Accounts. 

C. Use sharing rules to share Accounts between franchise and public divisions. 

D. Ask Salesforce Support to disable Person Accounts in CK\\'s org. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 7
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Cloud Kicks (CK) operates in multiple countries and wants to track historical exchange rates. The consultant at CX has
implemented dated exchange rates by using Advanced Currency Management. 

How is the converted currency amount calculation on Opportunities determined? 

A. The close date regardless of the opportunity stage 

B. The close date only when the stage is closed 

C. The current exchange rate regardless of the close date 

D. The exchange rate at the time the opportunity is closed 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 8

Universal Containers requires that each of its products is sold with 12 months of product maintenance. This is enter... a
separate opportunity product line item on the opportunity. Once an opportunity is closed/ won and the order has been
shipped to the customer, the service manager manually records the maintenance line item in the assets object and
sends an alert 90 days prior to the expiration date. What should a consultant recommend to streamline this process? 

A. Request the sync order to asset feature from salesforce to create an asset record once an opportunity is closed/won. 

B. Install an AppExchange app or create a trigger to automatically create an asset record once an opportunity is
closed/won. 

C. Create a trigger on the asset object once an opportunity is closed/won, and add a button to the opportunity layout. 

D. Turn on the sync asset feature from the asset settings to create an asset record once an opportunity is closed/won. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 9

The Cloud Kicks IT team wants to enable person Accounts in its Salesforce org. 

Which three prerequisites must be met before the Consultant can enable person Accounts? 

Choose 3 answers 

A. The Organization-wide Default for Contacts has been set to Controlled by Parent. 

B. The Cloud Kicks Salesforce Community has been disabled to allow person Account self-registration in the future. 

C. The Organization-wide Default for both Accounts and Contacts have been set to Public Read/Write. 

D. At least one record type has been created for Accounts. 

E. User profiles with read access to Accounts also have read access to Contacts. 
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Correct Answer: ADE 

 

QUESTION 10

The Sales Manager at Universal Containers wants to be informed when a lead created from the ""Contact Us"" form on
the corporate website has not been followed up within 24 hours of being submitted. What Salesforce feature should the
consultant use to meet the requirement? 

A. Notify using chatter on Lead 

B. Send an email using time based workflow 

C. Send an email using lead escalation rule 

D. Notify using publisher action 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 11

Which of the following describes the Stage field? 

A. Identifies where a deal is in relation to actually being closed. 

B. Determines the row in your Forecast where the amount will be aggregated. 

C. The numeric prediction that the revenue from an opportunity will be realized 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 12

Which of the following descriptions best describe Quotes? 

A. A tool for extending pricing proposals to customers 

B. A content management tool for users who seek information 

C. A library that allows access to documents 

D. A collaboration tool 

E. A data enrichment tool that maintains updated data 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 13

Cloud Kicks uses an external ERP application to process its orders. This ERP application needs to receive data about
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Opportunities when the Opportunity closes. 

Which two solutions should the Consultant recommend? 

Choose 2 answers 

A. Single Sign-on 

B. Connected App 

C. RESTCallout 

D. Outbound Message with Workflow Rules 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 14

A customer needs Chatter, a custom mobile layout, and custom branding for its mobile users. which solution should a
consultant recommend? 

A. Chatter for Mobile 

B. Mobile Classic 

C. Salesforce1 

D. Custom mobile solution 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 15

Sales Management at Cloud Kicks has noticed that the Quote amount on Opportunities does not match the Opportunity
amount. Which two actions should the Consultant recommend to resolve this issue? 

Choose 2 answers 

A. Build a Workflow rule to update the Opportunity Amount with a Grand Total Value on the Quote Record. 

B. Add the Syncing checkbox to the Quotes related list. 

C. Add a global action to sync the Quote with the Opportunity. 

D. Add a Sync button to the Page Layout. 

E. Build a formula field on Opportunity to roll up Total Value from the Quote Record. 

Correct Answer: BD 
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